Sociology
Sociological Thinkers

Leveled Assessment _____/4  Score: _____/5

Directions: Take a philosopher of your choice and answer the following questions about their ideas. You may need to do additional research beyond the notes and videos from class so make sure you use reputable sources. You cannot use the examples in the answering of your own questions.

Chosen Sociologist: _________________________________________

1. Restate the main ideas of the Sociological philosopher. (ex. Karl Marx thought...)

2. Apply that sociologist’s theories to a current societal situation (ex. How would Marx view occupy Wall Street?)

3. Compare how a different sociology philosopher might examine the same societal situation. (ex. How might Durkheim view Occupy Wall Street differently than Marx?)

4. Debate how relevant your philosopher’s ideas are to the current year? (ex. Are Marx’s ideas on conflict still relevant)